Abstract. As the web evolves over time, the amount of versioned text collections increases rapidly. Most web search engines will answer a query by ranking all known documents at the (current) time the query is posed. There are applications however (for example customer behavior analysis, crime investigation, etc.) that would need to efficiently query these sources as of some past time, that is, retrieve the results as if the user was posing the query in a past time instant, thus accessing data known as of that time. Ranking and searching over versioned documents considers not only keyword constraints but also the time dimension, most commonly, a time point or time range of interest. In this paper, we deal with top-k query evaluations with both keyword and temporal constraints over versioned textual documents. In addition to considering previous solutions, we propose novel data organization and indexing solutions: the first one partitions data along ranking positions, while the other maintains the full ranking order through the use of a multiversion ordered list. We present an experimental comparison for both time point and time interval constraints. For time-interval constraints, different querying definitions, such as aggregation functions and consistent top-k queries are evaluated. Experimental evaluations on large real world datasets demonstrate the advantages of the newly proposed data organization and indexing approaches. If a text collection does not retain past documents, then a search query ranks only the documents as of the most current time. If the collection contains versioned documents, a search typically considers each version of a document as a separate document and the ranking is taken over all documents independently to the document's version (creation time). There are applications however, where this approach is not
Introduction
Versioned text collections are textual documents that retain multiple versions as time evolves. Numerous such collections are available today and a well-known example is the collaborative authoring environment, such as Wikipedia [1] , where textual content is explicitly version-controlled. Similarly, web archiving applications such as the Internet Archive [2] and the European Archive [3] store regular crawls (over time) of web pages on a large scale. Other time-stamped textual information such as, weblogs, micro-blogs, even feeds and tags, as also create versioned text collections.
If a text collection does not retain past documents, then a search query ranks only the documents as of the most current time. If the collection contains versioned documents, a search typically considers each version of a document as a separate document and the ranking is taken over all documents independently to the document's version (creation time). There are applications however, where this approach is not adequate. Consider the following example: in order for a company to analyze consumer comments on a specific product before some event occurred (new product, advertisement campaign etc.), a temporal constraint may be very useful. For example, to view opinions on iphone4, a time-window within 06/07/2010 (announce date) and 10/04/2011 (announce date of iphone4s) could be a fair choice. Many investigation scenarios also require combining the keyword search with a time-window of interest. For example, while considering a financial crime, an investigator may need to identify what information was available to the accused as of a specific time instant in the past.
Providing "as-of" queries is a challenging problem. First is the data volume. Document collections like Wikipedia and Internet Archive, are already huge even if only their most recent snapshot is considered. When searching in their evolutionary history, we are faced with even larger data volumes. Moreover, how to quickly return the top-k temporally ranked candidates is another new challenge. Note that returning all qualified results without temporal constraints would not be efficient since two extra steps are required: (i) filtering out results later than the query specified time constraint, and, (ii) ranking the remaining results so as to provide the top-k answers.
In this paper we present an experimental evaluation of the top-k query over versioned text collections, comparing previously proposed as well novel approaches. In particular the key contributions can be summarized as:
1. Previous methods related to versioned text keyword search are suitably extended for top-k temporal queries. 2. Novel approaches are proposed in order to accelerate top-k temporal queries. The first approach partitions the temporal data based on their ranking positions, while the other maintains the full rank order using a multiversion ordered list. 3. In addition to top-k time-point keyword based search, we also consider two timeinterval (or time-range) variants, namely "aggregation ranking" and "consistent" top-k querying. 4. Experimental evaluations with large-scale real-world datasets are performed on both the previous and newly proposed methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries and related work are introduced in section 2. Our novel approaches appear in section 3. Different query definitions of time-interval top-k queries are presented in section 4. All techniques are comprehensively evaluated and compared in a series of experiments in section 5 while the conclusions appear in section 6.
Preliminaries and Related Work

Definitions
The data model for versioned document collections was formally introduced in [10] , and used by later works [9, 5, 6] . Let D be a set of n documents d 1 [7] , language models [13] and Okapi BM25 [14] . The actual scoring function is not important for our purposes; for simplicity we assume that the payload score contains the term frequency of v in d.
In order to support temporal queries, the inverted file index must also contain temporal information. Thus [10] proposed adding the temporal lifespan explicitly in the index postings. Each posting includes the validity time-interval of the corresponding document version: (d i , s, t s , t e ) where the document d i had payload score s during the time interval [t s , t e ).
If the document evolution contains few changes over time, the associated score of most terms is unchanged between adjacent versions. In order to reduce the number of postings in an index list, [10] coalesces temporally adjacent postings belonging to the same document that have identical (or approximate identical) scores.
A general keyword search query Q consists of a set of x terms q = (v 1 , v 2 ,…,v x ) and a temporal interval [lb, rb] . Without loss of generality, we use the aggregated score of a document version for keyword query q is the sum of the scores from each term v. The time-interval [lb, rb] restricts the candidate document versions as a subset of the original collection:
≠∅ . When lb = rb holds, the query time interval collapses into a single time point t. For simplicity we first concentrate on time-point query and more complex time-interval queries are discussed in section 4 with related variations.
The answer R to a Top-K Time-Point keyword query TKTP = (q, t, k) over collection D is a set of k document versions satisfying: { |( :
. The first condition presents the keyword constraint, the second condition the temporal constraint, while d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d2, 0.7, t0, t1 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 1, t0, t1 d2, 0.95, t1, t4 d4, 0.7, t1, t3 d4, 0.4, t3, t6 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d2, 0.9, t4, t8 d4, 0.25, t6, t8 d4, 1, t0, t1 d2, 0.95, t1, t4 d2, 0.9, t4, t8 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d2, 0.7, t0, t1 d4, 0.7, t1, t3 d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 0.4, t3, t6 d4, 0.25, t6, t8 score-order  ts-order   t0  t1  t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  t7  t8   d1   d2   d3   d4 the third implies that the top-k scored document versions are returned. Now we present how to answer query TKTP using previous methods based on temporal inverted indexes.
Previous Methods
The straightforward way (referred to as basic) to solve query TKTP uses exactly one inverted list for each vocabulary term v with the posting (d i , s, t s , t e ). To answer the top-k queries, corresponding inverted lists are traversed and postings are fetched. When a posting is scanned, it is also verified for the time point specified in TKTP.
The sort-order of the index lists is also important. One natural choice is to sort each list in score order. This method (score-order) enables the classical top-k algorithms [11] to stop early after having identified the k highest scores with qualified lifespan. Another suitable sorting choice is to order the lists first by the start time t s and then by score (t s -order) which is beneficial for checking the temporal constraint. However, this approach is not efficient for top-k querying, especially when the query includes multiple terms. Fig. 1 shows the score-order and ts-order lists for a specific term.
Note that the efficiency of processing a top-k temporal query is influenced adversely by the wasted I/O due to read but skipped postings. We proceed with various materialization ideas of the slice the whole list of a term into several sub-lists or partitions thus improving processing costs.
Interval Based Slicing splits each term list along the time-axis into several sub-lists, each of which corresponds to a contiguous sub-interval of the time spanned by the full list. Each of these sub-lists contains all coalesced postings that overlap with the corresponding time interval. Note that index entries whose validity time-interval spans across the slicing boundaries are replicated in each of the spanned sub-lists.
The selection of the corresponding time-intervals where the slices are created is vital as discussed in [9, 5] . One obvious strategy is to eagerly slice sub-lists for all possible time instants (and adjacent identical lists can be merged). This will create one sub-list per time instant; this will provide ideal query performance for a TKTP query since only the postings in the sub-list for the query time point will be accesses. We refer to this method as elementary.
Note that the basic and elementary methods are two extremes: the former requires minimal space but requires more processing at query time since many entries irrelevant to the temporal constraint are accessed; the latter provides the best possible performance (for time-point query) but is not space-efficient (due to copying of entries among sub lists). To explore the trade-off between space and performance, [5] employs a simple but practical approach (referred to as Fix) in which a partition boundary is placed after a fixed time window. The window size can be a week, a month, a year, or other flexible choices. Fig. 2 shows the Fix-2 and Fix-4 sub-lists of our running example from Fig. 1 , with the partition time window size as 2 and 4 time instants respectively. Nevertheless, all variations of the interval based slicing suffer from an index-size blowup since entries whose valid-time interval spans across the slicing boundaries are replicated. Comparing to the time interval based slicing, the stencil based partitioning has significant advantage in space because each posting falls into a single list, the deepest sub-interval that it fits. Nevertheless, for a time-point query stencil based partitioning has to fetch multiple sub-lists, one from each level. The sort-order of each sub-list is again important. Since the temporal partitioning already shreds one full list into several sub-lists along the time-axis, a more appropriate choice for top-k queries is score-ordering.
Temporal Sharding. The approach proposed in [6] is to shard (or horizontally partition) each term list along the document identifiers instead of time. Entries in a term list are thus distributed over disjoint sub-lists called shards, and entries in a shard are ordered according to their start times t s . So as to eliminate wasteful reads, within a shard g i , entries satisfy a staircase property:
p q g ts p ts q te p te q ∀ ∈ ≤  ≤ . An optimal greedy algorithm for creating this partitioning is given in [6] ; an example of temporal sharding for the term list from Fig. 1 , is shown in Fig. 4. [t0, t2): d4, 1, t0, t1 d2, 0.95, t1, t4 d2, 0.7, t0, t1 d4, 0.7, t1, t3 d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d3, 0.5, t0, t8
[t2, t4): d2, 0.95, t1, t4 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d4, 0.7, t1, t3 d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 0.4, t3, t6
[t4, t6): d2, 0.9, t4, t8 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 0.4, t3, t6
[t6, t8): d2, 0.9, t4, t8 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 0.25, t6, t8
Fix-4:
[t0, t4): d4, 1, t0, t1 d2, 0.95, t1, t4 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d2, 0.7, t0, t1 d4, 0.7, t1, t3 d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 0.4, t3, t6
[t4, t8): d2, 0.9, t4, t8 d5, 0.75, t3, t8 d1, 0.6, t0, t6 d3, 0.5, t0, t8 d4, 0.4, t3, t6 d4, 0.25, t6, t8 As with the stencil based approach, the space usage for temporal sharding is optimal since there are no replications of index entries. However, for query processing, all shards for each term need to be accessed, resulting in multiple sub-list readings. Moreover, the entries in each shard can only be time-ordered (based on start time t s ). Thus the benefit of score-ordering for ranked queries cannot be achieved, because all temporal valid entries have to be fetched.
Novel Approaches
A common characteristic of existing works is that they only consider the versioned documents on the time-and docID-axes, and try to partition the data along either direction. Instead, we view the index entries from a new angle --namely, their score over time, and create index organizations to improve the performance of top-k querying. The score-time view of the example from Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5 . Recall that to answer a TKTP query we should be able to quickly find the top-k scores of a term at a given time instant. The main idea behind the score-time view is to maintain an index that will provide the top scores per term at each time instant. For example, at time t 0 , the term depicted in Fig.5 had scores 1 (from d 4 ) , 0.7 (from d 2 ), 0.6 (from d 1 ) and 0.5 (from d 3 ). These orderings change as time proceeds; for example at time t 2 , the top score is 0.95 from d 2 , etc. In rank-based partitioning (section 3.1), we first discuss a simplistic approach (SPR) where an index is created for each rank position of a term. For example, there is an index that maintains the top score over time, d1  d2  d3  d4  d5   t0  t1  t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  t7  t8 then one for the second top score, etc. More practical is the group ranking approach (GR) where an index is created to maintain the group of the top-g scores (g is a constant), then the next top-g etc. We also consider temporal indexing methods (section 3.2). One solution is to use the Multiversion B-tree and maintain the whole ranked list in order over time. We realize however that these ranked lists are always accessed in order, so a better solution is provided (multiversion list) that links appropriately the data pages of the temporal index, without overhead of the index nodes.
Rank Based Partitioning
The Single Position Ranking (SPR) approach creates a separate temporal index for each ranking position of a term. Thus, for the i-th ranking position (i = 1,2,…), a sublist is maintained that contains all the entries that ever existed on position i over time.
Together with each entry we maintain the time interval during which this entry occupied that position. All sub-list entries are ordered based on their recorded starting time; a B+tree built on the start times can easily locate the appropriate entry at a given time. The SPR of our running example (from Fig. 1 ) is shown in Fig. 6 (a). Space can be saved by using only the start time of each entry but for simplicity we show the end times as well (the end time is needed only if there is no entry in a particular position, but this is true only at the last position). Using the SPR approach, to process a TKTP query about time t, the first k sub-lists have to be accessed for each relevant term; from each sublist the B+tree will provide the appropriate score (and document id) of this term at time t. If each sub-list has m items on average, the estimated time complexity is O(k·log B m) (here B corresponds to the page size in records). Many sub-list accesses can degrade querying performance; moreover, in this simple SPR method the same posting can be duplicated in multiple ranking position sub-lists. This unavoidable replication may result in storage overhead. Group Ranking (GR). In order to save space and improve querying performance, GR maintains an index not for a single ranking position, but for a group of positions. Let the group size be g. For example, the first g ranked elements are in group gr 1 , the next g ranked elements are in group gr 2 , etc. Thus, compared to the n sub-lists maintained in SPR for n ranking positions, GR uses instead n/g sub-lists. With respect to the I/O of top-k querying, we only need k/g random accesses (each of them still logarithmic). 
(a)
As with the SPR each member within a group also records the time interval that the member was in the group. For example, assume that group gr i maintains ranking positions (i-1)g+1 through ig. If at time t s the score of a particular term falls within these positions, this score is added to the group, with an interval starting at t s . As long as this score falls within the ranking positions of this group, it is considered part of the group; if at time t e it falls out of the group, the end time of its interval is updated to t e .
To save on update time, within each group we do not maintain the rank order. That is, each group is treated as an unordered set of scores that evolves over time. To answer a TKTP query that involves a particular group gr at time t, we need to identify what members group gr had at time t. Since the size of the group is fixed, we can easily sort these member scores and provide them to the TKTP result in rank order. However, it is guaranteed that given time t, the members in gr i have no lower scores than those in group gr j where 1 ( / ) i j n g ≤ < ≤
. The GR approach for the above example (from Fig. 1 ) with g = 2 is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
An interesting question is what index to employ for maintaining each group over time. Different than SPR, each group at a given time may contain multiple entries; thus a B+index on the temporal start times is not enough. Instead, temporal index structures that maintain and reconstruct efficiently an evolving set over time, like the snapshot index [15] can be used to accelerate temporal querying.
Note that when implementing GR in practice, each group may have a different size g. It is preferable to use smaller g for the top groups and larger g for the lower groups (since the focus is on top-k, the few top groups will be accessed more frequently and thus we prefer to give faster access). For simplicity however, we use the same g for all groups.
Using a Multiversion List
Consider the ordered list of scores that a term has over all documents at time t; as time evolves, this list changes (new scores are added, scores are promoted, demoted or even removed, etc). Temporal indexing methods have addressed a more general problem: how to maintain an evolving set of keys over time. This set is allowed to change by adding, deleting or updating keys; the main temporal query supported is the so called: temporal-range query: "given t, provide the keys that were in the set at time t, and are within key range r". The Multiversion B-tree (MVBT) proposed in [8] , is an asymptotically optimal (in terms of I/O accesses under linear space) solution to the temporal range query. Assuming that there were a total of n changes that occurred in the set evolution, then the MVBT uses linear space (O(n/B)). Consider a range temporal query that specifies range r and time t, and let a t denote the number of keys that were within range r at time t (i.e., the number of keys that satisfy the query); the MVBT answers the above query using O(log B n + a t /B) page I/Os, which is optimal in linear space [8] .
In order for the MVBT to maintain order among the keys, it uses a B+tree to index the set. As the set evolves, so does the B+-tree. Conceptually the MVBT contains all B+-trees over time; for a given query time t the MVBT provides access to the root of the appropriate B+-tree, etc. Of course, the MVBT does not copy all B+-trees (as this would result in quadratic space). Instead it uses clever page update policies.
In particular, when a key k is added to the evolving set at time t a record is inserted in the (leaf) data page whose range contains k; this record stores key k and a time interval of the form: [t, *). The '*' denotes that key k has not been updated yet. If later at time t' this key is removed from the set, its record is not physically deleted. Instead this change is represented by changing the '*' to t' in this record's interval. A record is called "alive" for all time instants in its interval. Given a query about time t, the MVBT tree identifies all data pages that contain alive records for that time t. In contrast to a regular B+-tree that deals with pages that get underutilized due to record deletions, the MVBT pages cannot get underutilized because no record is ever deleted. Like the B+-tree pages can get full of records and need to be split (page overflow). However, the MVBT needs to also guarantee that the number of "alive' records in a page do not fall below a lower threshold l (weak version underflow) and also do not go over an upper threshold u (strong version overflow)-note that l and u are O(B). If a page overflows, a time-split occurs, that copies the alive records of the overflown page (at the time of the overflow) to a new page. If there are too few alive records, the page is merged with a sibling page that is also first time-split. If there are too many alive records, a key split is first applied (among the alive records) [8] .
Using the MVBT for our purposes means that the scores play the role of "keys". That is, the MVBT will maintain the order of scores over time. Since however term records are accessed by the docID they belong to, a hashing index is also needed that, for a given docID, it provides the leaf page that holds the record with this term's current score. This hashing scheme need only maintain the most current scores (i.e., it does not need to maintain past positions).
Nevertheless, the above MVBT approach has a significant overhead. In particular, it is built to answer queries about any range of scores. This is achieved by starting from an appropriate root of the MVBT and follow index nodes until the leaf data pages in the query range are accessed. For top-k processing however, we only access scores in decreasing order, starting with the largest score at a particular time instant. Thus, what we actually need, is a way to access the leaf page that has the highest scores at a particular time, and then follow to its sibling leaf page (with the next lower scores) at that time, etc. We still maintain the split policies among the leaf pages, but we do not use the MVBT's index nodes. Effectively we maintain a multiversion list (MList), i.e., of the leaf data pages over time.
To access the leaf data page that has the highest scores at a given time, we maintain an array A with records of the form (t, p) where t is a time instant and p is a pointer to the leaf page with the highest scores at time t. If later at time t' another page p' becomes the leaf page with the highest scores, array A is updated with a record (t', p'). If this array becomes too large for main memory, it can easily be indexed by a B+-tree on the (ordered) time attribute.
For the above "list of leaf pages" idea to work, each leaf page needs to "remember" the next sibling leaf page (with lower scores) at each time. (Note: the MVBT does not require the sibling pointers, since access to siblings is done through the parent index nodes). One could still use the array approach (one array responsible to keep access to the second leaf page, one for the third etc.) but this would require many array lookups at query time (each such lookup taking O(log B n) page I/Os. Instead, we propose to embed these arrays within the page structure. That is, within each leaf page, we allocate a space of c records (where c is a constant) for the sibling page pointer records (also of the form (t,p)). As a result, each leaf page has now space for B-c score records. Since however, the sibling page can change over time, it is possible that for a leaf page p the sibling will change more than c times. If this happens at time t, page p is "time split", that is, a new leaf page p' is created containing only the currently alive records of page p and with an empty array for sibling pointers. Moreover, p' replaces p in the list. If before t, the list of leaf pages contained pages (in that order) m  p  v, a new record (t, p') is added in the array of page m, and the array of page p' is initialized with a record (t,v). If p was the first page, the record (t,p') is added to array A.
The advantage of the Mlist approach is apparent at query processing time. A search is first performed within array A for time t (in O(log B n) page I/Os). This will provide access to the page with the highest scores at time t. Find the next sibling page at time t however will be provided by looking among the c records of this page, etc. That is, the top-k scores at time t will be accessed in O(log B n + k/B) page I/Os. The justification is that after the access to array A, each leaf page (except possibly the last one) will provide O(B) of the top-k scores (since we are using the MVBT splitting policies within the B-c space of each leaf page and c is a constant, each page is guaranteed to provide at least l=O(B) scores that were valid at the query time t.
Top-k Time Interval Queries
Until now we focused on the top-k time point (TKTP) querying, and analyzed different index structures for solving it. We proceed with the time interval top-k query. The main difference is that in the TKTP, each document has at most one valid version at the given time point t; while for an interval querying, each document may have multiple versions valid during the given time interval [lb, rb] . As a result, there are different variations, depending on how the top-k is defined (which of the valid scores per document participate in the top-k computation). Here, we summarize the different definitions of top-k time-interval queries and discuss how to process them efficiently within the proposed index structures.
Classic Top-k Time-Interval Query
This query definition is a straight forward extension from the top-k time point query. For a Top-K Time Interval keyword query TKTI = (q, lb, rb, k) over collection D, we require the answer R be a set of k document versions satisfying:{ |( : )
. This definition only changes the time constraints from a time point t to a time range [lb, rb] . The returned top-k answers are different versions, which may be from the same document, that is, we consider each document version as an independent object. Processing a TKTI query is similar to processing a TKTP query. For some of the described index methods, multiple sub-lists have to be accessed instead of one.
For example in time interval based slicing and stencil based partitioning, all the sublists (or stencils) overlapping with the query time-interval should be checked in order to find the correct top-k results. The multiple parallel sub-lists can be accessed in a round-robin fashion which is compatible with top-k algorithms.
Document Aggregated Top-k Time-Interval Query
Another possibility is to treat each document as one object, that is, a document appears at most once in the result. There are various approaches in aggregating relevance scores of the document versions that existed at any point in the temporal constraint [lb, rb] to obtain a document relevance score drs(d i , lb, rb). Three aggregation relevance models are mentioned in [10] : MIN. This model judges the relevance of a document based on the minimum score. It is formally defined as: After the aggregation mechanism has been defined, one can consider the Aggregated Top-K Time-Interval keyword query TKTI A = (q, lb, rb, k) over collection D, that finds the top k documents with aggregated scores over all their valid document versions. To process the aggregated top-k time-interval query, we need to extend the traditional top-k algorithms (such as TA and NRA) by recording the bookkeeping information and computing the scores and thresholds with candidates at documentlevel. The relevance score of a document in the query temporal-context depends on the scores of its version that are valid during this period.
Consistent Top-k Time Range Query
The consistent top-k search finds a set of documents that are consistently in the top-k results of a query throughout a given time interval. The result of this query has size 0 to k; queries can have empty results if k is small or the rankings change drastically. A relaxing consistent top-k query utilizes a relax factor r, 0 < r <= 1, and seeks for documents that are in the top-k for at least r In [16] several algorithms were introduced to answer the consistent top-k query; the most efficient ones are based on the assumption that there is a list containing all versions satisfying the keyword and time interval constraints and the list is ordered by score. This assumption coincides with the purpose of our proposed index structures, thus we can access the qualified entries and execute the consistent top-k time interval query using the proposed approaches in [16] .
5
Experimental We organize the data into term inverted list(s) using the previous and novel approaches. In the basic method with score-ordering (referred to as Basic-s) we create one inverted list per term. The second method is elementary time-interval slicing with a merging of adjacent identical sub-lists (Ele). For the Fix approach we used a timewindow length of 30 days (Fix-30). The stencil based partitioning was implemented with 3 levels and b = 4 (Stencil). Temporal sharding is referred as Shard, while the single position ranking model appears as SPR. Two group ranking methods were implemented with group sizes of 25 and 50 (GR-25 and GR-50). For comparison purposes we also included the MVBT index (with the appropriate hashing secondary index).The multiversion list approach (MList) uses a factor a = c / B to present the ratio of the number of pointer records to the number of all records in a page.
Comparison Results: First, the space usage for all implemented methods on both the US-news and World-news datasets is presented in Table 1 . The page size is 4 Kbytes while B = 100 records. The table presents the space consumed (in GB) to implement the index methods for the 256 terms used in our experiments. Clearly, the elementary time-interval slicing has a huge space overhead while the Stencil and Shard methods present substantial space savings. As expected, the Basic-s approach has the minimal space requirements. Fix-30 uses more space since a record may appear in more partitions while in Stencil and Shard, each record appears once. The additional space that Stencil and Shard use wrt Basic-s is due to the additional structures they utilize. Among the rank-based partitioning methods, SPR uses more space than the GR approaches; this is because the SPR approach has to maintain one index per ranked position. GR-25 uses more space than GR-50 since it uses more index structures (one per group). For the MList method, we show the results of a = 7% and a = 10% (referred to MList-7 and MList-10). The MList approaches also use linear space (but due to the copying of records at page splits, the space is more than the Stencil and Shard approaches). MList uses slightly more space than the MVBT because of the use of sibling pointers and the splits they create. The top-k temporal queries include both time-point (in our dataset this corresponds to one day) and time-interval queries. For each temporal keyword query, we randomly choose 50 time constraints from the 15-year lifespan from 1997 to 2011, and record the average performance. For TKTI A , we use TAVG scoring; for TKTI C , we use r = 1. The page I/O costs for top-20 queries using the US-news dataset are shown in Table 2 (the best performance for each query is shown in bold). For time interval queries, the time-interval lengths used were 15 days, 30 days, and 60 days. We also present the I/O costs for top-100 queries on both US-news and World-news datasets in Table 3 for both time-point query and 30-day time-interval queries. The elementary time-interval slicing has the best snapshot querying performance for both top-20 and top-100 queries. This is to be expected since the answer is basically prepared for each time instant (at the cost of huge storage requirements). Among the other methods, the newly proposed approaches (GR, MList) outperform the previous methods (Stencil and Shard). The best performance is provided by the MList-10 method. It has better performance than the MVBT given it accesses the answer faster (by avoiding the MVBT index traversal). Considering its low space requirements, this approach provides the overall best performance for TKTP queries. For time-interval queries, the Ele method's performance degrades drastically, especially for longer time-interval. The group ranking method's performance is related to its group size g as it relates to k. For top-20 querying, a group size of 25 works better than a group size of 50 (the answer can be found by accessing the first group only); while for top-100 querying, GR-50 is a better choice (only two groups need to be accessed instead of four for GR-25, thus less index accesses). For top-20 interval queries, the MList-10 had consistently the best performance for each query. Interestingly, for the top-100 interval queries the MList-7 shows better performance for the World-news dataset. The reason for that is that this dataset has fewer updates. As a result, there will be fewer pointer changes in the ordered list, thus a smaller a will provide enough space to hold the pointer structure. This can also be seen in the space requirements for this dataset: the fewer pointer splits mean that MList-7 uses less space than MList-10 (and thus the lists are shorter and the query performance better). The above observation implies that the performance of the multiversion list method is related to the value of a. There are two opposing factors affecting the query performance with respect to a. For a given page size, a small a implies that the area allocated to sibling pointers is small; thus few sibling page changes can cause the page to split. More splits use more space and the query time increases. On the other hand, a large a implies that the space allocated for the regular records in a page is small, thus the page can split faster due to the record updates. This also increases space and query time. The optimized value of a depends on the dataset characteristics. Figure 7 depicts the page I/O for the top-100 results returned by point (TKTP) and interval (TKTI-30) queries for the US and World-news datasets. For the US-news dataset, a = 10% has the best average performance for both time-point querying (TKTP) and 30-day time-interval querying (TKTI-30) while for the World-news dataset (which has less update frequency), the performance is optimized for a = 7% .
Conclusion
We presented an experimental comparison of indexing methods over versioned text collections for top-k temporal keyword queries. In addition to previous methods, we proposed novel solutions that partition the data along the score-time axes. Among all methods, the multiversion list provided the most robust performance considering space usage and query time efficiency for both time-point and time-interval queries. We examined variations of the time-interval queries, including the document-level aggregated top-k queries and consistent top-k queries. The performance of the multiversion list is affected by the value of a, the percentage of a data page allocated to hold sibling pointers. As future work, we plan to devise a model that can optimize the value of a based on the frequency of updates, the size of the page and other factors.
